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GREEN
I seek knowledge and understanding
Analytical, Global, Conceptual
I live life by my own standards
Cool, Calm, Collected
I need explanations and answers
Inventive, Logical, Perfectionist
I value intelligence, insight, fairness, and justice
Abstract, Hypothetical, Investigative
I am a natural non-conformist, a visionary, a problem solver

AT WORK: I am conceptual and an independent thinker. For me, work is play. I am drawn to constant
challenge in careers, and like to develop models, explore ideas, or build systems to satisfy my need to deal with
the innovative. Once I have perfected an idea, I prefer to move on, leaving the project to be maintained and
supported by others.

IN LOVE: I prefer to let my head rule my heart. I dislike repetition, so it is difficult for me to continuously
express my feelings. I believe that once feelings are stated, they are obvious to a partner. I am uneasy when my
emotions control me; I want to establish a relationship, leave it to maintain itself, and turn my energies back to
my career.

IN CHILDHOOD: I appeared to be older than my years and focused on my greatest interests, achieving in
subjects that were mentally stimulating. I was impatient with drill and routine, questioned authority, and found
it necessary to respect teachers before I could learn from them

From True Colors Successful Leadership Handbook by Don Lowry

Green may see self as:

Others may see Green as:

Superior intellect

Intellectual snob

98% right

Arrogant

Tough minded

Heartless

Efficient

Doesn’t care about people

Powerful

Ruthless

Creative, visionary

Unrealistic

Original, unique

Eccentric, weird

Eminently reasonable

Emotionally controlled

Rational

Ignores people values

Calm, not emotional

Cool, aloof, unfeeling

Under control

Afraid to open up

Precise, not repetitive

Covers subject from all angles

Able to find flaws

Critical, fault finding

Objective

Not on my side

Task, goal focus

Devaluing relational aspects

Holding firm to policy

Having limited ability to see obvious

Seeking justice

differences

Assuming things will be well done

Lacking mercy, unfair

Firm minded, able to reprimand

Unappreciative, stingy with praise

Great planner

Nasty, hatchet person
Doesn’t consider people in plans
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Green
Curious
Your Strength is Knowledge.
I value knowledge and new ideas. Discovering
solutions and using my brain are more important
than feelings, rules, and non-stop excitement. I like
to know how and why things work in a certain way.
I prefer to work on my own and I also need room to
think so I can come up with new ideas and the right
answers.
As a GREEN, I am curious, investigating, and form
my own ideas. I like to look at the big picture. I am
cool, calm, and collected. I like to be smart and
enjoy activities that require problem solving. I
value fairness, insight, intelligence, and justice. I
like to set my own standards, and I enjoy seeking
fundamental truths.


















Romantic
Play is work
Stores wisdom
Obsessed to learn
Perfectionist
Competency
Abilities & skills
Believes things are obvious to all
Often oblivious to others emotions
Thinks through relationships carefully
Constant self doubt
Loves intelligence
Compulsion to lead
Hates error in logic
Precision
Critical of own ability

As A Leader

qAT WORK: I am conceptual and an independent
thinker. For me, work is play. I am drawn to
constant challenge in careers and like to develop
models, explore ideas, or build systems to satisfy
my need to deal with the innovative. Once I have
perfected an idea, I prefer to move on, leaving the
project to be maintained and supported by others.

I am a visionary, strategically centered

♥IN LOVE: I prefer to let my head rule my heart. I
dislike repetition, so it is difficult for me to
continuously express feelings. I believe that once
feelings are stated they are obvious to a partner. I
am uneasy when my emotions control me. I want to
establish a relationship, leave it to maintain itself,
and turn my energies back to my career.

I can be somewhat impatient with personal
interactions which seem to be irrelevant.

IN SCHOOL: I appear to be older than my years
and focus on my greatest interests achieving in
subjects that are mentally stimulating. I am
impatient with drill and routine question authority
and find if necessary to respect teachers before I can
learn from them.

I am aware of the intricacies of education systems
and of administrations
I like to design systems which improve the way my
school functions

My greatest organizational contributions are my
ideas and my ability to solve problems.
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I am a designer and an inventor
I am an optimum contributor
I am an excellent analyst
I am principled
I enjoy complex systems
I value intelligence and competence
My attitudes are scientific
I think abstractly
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